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INTRODUCTION

Over the last decades, unemployment has been an important item on economists' agendas, a fact which has manifested itself in a series of significant breakthroughs. Coordination failures, efficiency wage, insider-outsider theories come to mind as examples. However, does unemployment in these theories really correspond to what this term designates when speaking about real-world phenomena? The looming ambiguity is as follows: whereas the efficiency wage and insider-outsider models are able to demonstrate in a more or less robust way the possibility of excess supply of labor at the equilibrium wage, they hardly broach the issue of what happens to the rationed agents. It is taken for granted that they end up unemployed. But why should this always be the case? Why could they not, for example, become self-employed, in which case labor rationing and unemployment no longer go hand in hand?

In short, with a few exceptions, economic theory tends to assume that rationing and unemployment are synonymous. In contrast, this paper rests on the premise that these two concepts need to be disentangled. Labor rationing will refer to a specific market outcome, namely excess supply in a given labor market. Unemployment will be understood as pertaining to a typology of the active population, where people are classified according to the sort of activity they are engaged in. The category of unemployment then applies to those agents whose specific activity is job searching. They have, it is supposed, experienced labor rationing in their preferred labor market and are waiting with the hope of participating in it at a later trading round, instead of engaging in non-wage activities or taking a job in some less-preferred labor market. Obviously, labor rationing and unemployment are linked, as the former is a necessary condition for the latter. Yet labor rationing is not a sufficient condition for unemployment. Individuals who are rationed in their preferred labor market may well end up other than unemployed.

The aim of this paper is twofold. First, it examines the elements intervening in the transition from labor rationing to unemployment by assessing rationed agents' possible post-rationing trajectories (including unemployment). Imagine a violenist
who fails to be hired in an orchestra, e.g. because of insider-outsider factors. Which paths are open to him—to go on the dole, to give private violin lessons (with the risk of losing his chances of being hired later on), to drop the violin and start another occupation, to emigrate? To raise comparative issues, would a low-skill manual worker face the same choice set as the violinist? Or, take two violinists, both rational in their preferred job (to play in an orchestra). They are identically good as violinists but one is wealthy and the other poor. How does this influence their lot? These are the sorts of questions which the taxonomy I will construct addresses. Second, my paper will discuss the issue of whether the involuntary unemployment concept—the emphasis on involuntary—makes sense once unemployment is understood as a post-rationing activity rather than as synonymous to rationing. As a part of his broader criticism of Keynesian theory, Lucas has claimed that it does not. In his view, people who are observed as unemployed should be considered to have chosen this activity. Since alternative job opportunities are always available, it must be the case that they have refused those opportunities, hence the voluntary nature of their unemployment. This article’s second aim is to challenge Lucas’s stance by describing conditions under which the involuntary unemployment notion makes sense.

To achieve these two aims, I develop a series of concepts to assess the rationed agents’ possible post-rationing trajectories. First, I present a general taxonomy of the social forms in which economic activities can be embedded. The notion of economic activity choice set (in short activity choice set) will be introduced to capture the idea that distinct social forms are available to agents for exercising their economic activities. The old idea that some agents may have no alternative to wage labor to earn their subsistence will be encapsulated in the notion of wage-dependency. Second, some assumptions on the organization of trade will be spelled out. Third, the concepts of labor-rationing, unemployment (in general), voluntary unemployment, involuntary unemployment, and misemployment will be defined or re-defined.

The paper is organized as follows. I begin by expanding Lucas’ stance. I then present my categories of post-rationing activity choice set followed by a presentation of the labor market structure under which the phenomenon I wish to bring to the fore can become possible. My claim that involuntary unemployment can be a plausible outcome is then supported. I continue by remarking on the social embedding of the categories carved out in the earlier parts of the paper. Finally, at last I discuss the issue of how New Keynesian economists fare with Lucas’s stance and show that, surprisingly enough, they seem to have no objections to level against it.

Finally, two warnings are in order. First, labor rationing is the topic which has drawn, under the unemployment label, most economists’ attention. However, my paper does not study its determinants, for my subject matter is the aftermath of labor rationing. The existence of labor rationing is taken for granted and assumed to be explained by efficiency wage, insider-outsider or search models. Henceforth, unemployment will not refer to labor rationing but to joblessness as one of its possible consequences. Likewise, involuntary unemployment will be understood in a sense close to the vernacular, i.e. as an “unchosen” activity. Second, the paper is mainly concerned with semantic and taxonomic questions. Many economists tend to sidestep such issues and consider them unimportant. Clearly, this paper would not have been written had I shared this belief.

**Lucas’s Stance: The Ever Existence of Job Alternatives**

Lucas’ stance can be characterised in a twofold way. First, he seems to accept the need to draw a distinction between rationing and unemployment—at least, he makes it quite clear that to him unemployment is an activity:

Workers who lose jobs, for whatever reason, typically pass through a period of unemployment instead of taking temporary work on the ‘spot’ labor market jobs that are readily available in any economy. ... To explain why people allocate time to a particular activity — like unemployment — we need to know why they prefer it to all other available activities (1987, 54).

Second, he views involuntary unemployment as a meaningless concept. To him, “involuntary unemployment is not a fact or a phenomenon which it is the task of theorists to explain” (1978, 1981, 243). Put differently:

Nor is there any evident reason why one would want to draw this distinction [between voluntary and involuntary unemployment]. Certainly, the more one thinks about the decision problem facing individual workers and firms the less sense this distinction makes. ... The unemployed worker at any time can always find some job at once, and a firm can always fill a vacancy instantaneously. That neither typically does so by choice is not difficult to understand given the quality of the jobs and the employees which are easiest to find. There is also a voluntary element in all unemployment, in the sense that however miserable one’s current work options, one can always choose to accept them (1978) 1981, 262).

The above quotation is concerned with unemployment as understood in this paper rather than with rationing. Lucas’ point is neither that fired or rationed people should take whatever job is available, nor that they should be blamed for choosing the unemployed position. It is just that to him, for all its frustrating character, unemployment ought to be seen as an activity like others, to be analyzed in choice-theoretic terms. An unemployed person must be considered as somebody who, for good reasons, has chosen the job-search activity over available alternatives. Hence, to him:

It does not appear possible, even in principle, to classify individual unemployed people as either voluntarily or involuntarily unemployed.
TABLE I
A Taxonomy of Social Forms of Economic Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participation in Goods Markets</th>
<th>Lack of participation</th>
<th>Participation in demand yet not in supply</th>
<th>Participation in supply and demand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participation in the labor market</td>
<td>the non-activity</td>
<td>the non-activity</td>
<td>the non-activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of Participation</td>
<td>the non-activity</td>
<td>the non-activity</td>
<td>the non-activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in supply</td>
<td>the wage-earning activity</td>
<td>the wage-earning activity</td>
<td>the wage-earning activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in demand</td>
<td>the capitalist activity</td>
<td>the capitalist activity</td>
<td>the capitalist activity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Some occurrences have been discarded because of their lack of plausibility. The first one is the case of the exclusive supply participation in goods markets (it is assumed that in order to supply goods or services inputs other than labor ought to be purchased). The second one is the case of joint supply and demand participation in the labor market.

depending on the characteristics of the decision problems they face (1978, 1981, 245).

This is the view which my paper will challenge.

A TAXONOMY OF POST-RATIONING ACTIVITY POSSIBILITIES

In order to evaluate Lucas’ claim, it is necessary to investigate what these alternative activities might be in more detail. I will therefore propose a classification of social forms of activities in this section.

To make it simple, a series of restrictions should be made. First, certain fractions of the population, namely the young, the old and the disabled, are left aside. Second, my typology refers to individuals rather than households. Third, for all the boundary difficulties involved, I want to draw a distinction between activities allowing normal social integration and those expressing or prompting social exclusion or marginalization. I will thus only consider activities allowing normal social integration. Finally, a semantic remark is in order. The notion of social form of economic activities ought to be separated out from that of occupation. For example, occupations as different as engineer or a truck driver can be grouped in the same category, in as far as they are exercised in the same social form, i.e. as an employee. On the other hand, two plumbers who technically speaking are doing the same work, ought to be classified differently in social relationship terms if one of them is an employee while the other is self-employed.

In Table 1, I give a general typology of conceivable forms of economic activities prior to any rationing. It is built on very simple criteria, as it follows from asking two questions: are agents participating in the product and/or labor markets? And second, if they are, are they sellers, purchasers or both?

Five main categories of activities emerge. The first one is the auratrical activity. It pertains to agents engaged in self-production and consumption. They function entirely outside the market sphere (or, to put it the other way, entirely within the domestic sphere). Whenever this mode of subsistence is an effective possibility, it means that agents are able to survive without trading. As this activity is borderline, it will not be considered. For all their differences in terms of social relationships, the next three categories — the wage-earner, the self-employed and the capitalist activities — share the common feature of a two-fold market participation. The last type, the retailer activity, concerns individuals who live on unearned income. They act as purchasers in the market without participating in the labor market. They are full-time “leisure choosers” and hold this activity either on a definitive or a temporary basis. In order to belong to this category, an obvious condition is that agents are endowed with enough non-labor resources to insure subsistence without working.

Let me call the set of activities open to a given individual his “activity choice set.” Quite plausibly, agents will differ widely in this respect. The broadest conceivable set will include all the different types of activities, the narrowest will include only the wage-earning activity since any individual’s labor power is his smallest endowment. Agents whose activity choice set comprises only this activity will be dubbed as “wage-dependent.”

Think of two individuals, alike in terms of occupation, skill as well as other professional features and who are both in a wage position yet differ in terms of their personal wealth. As a result, one of them is wage-dependent while the other has an extended activity choice set and could have taken up a non-wage activity had he wanted to. The wealthier agent enjoys a wider scope of freedom and is less vulnerable to economic adversities than the wage-dependent one; were both of them to become rationed, their prospects would be different. In the same vein, take the case of wage-dependent agents belonging to the same occupation but at different levels of skill. One can argue that the higher skilled have a broader scope of freedom than the lower skilled. Were they rationed in their own market, i.e. the market corresponding to their skill, they would still have the possibility of participating in lower-skill markets. Such a recourse is normally lacking for those whose own market corresponds to the lowest skill.

THE LABOR MARKET STRUCTURE

For the purpose of my argument, a unique labor market cannot be assumed. The point becomes how to spell out the relationship among markets in a simplified way. Some assumptions ought to be made about agents’ mobility possibilities across labor markets; it is also necessary to be more specific about the organization of trade.

To begin, I assume that the number of labor markets depends on the occupation-skill structure. Assume that there are different occupations (i.e., \( i = 1, \ldots, m \)) exist, each subdivided into the same amount of skills (i.e., \( j = 1, \ldots, n \)). Moreover, assume there exists one further category, \( z \), the unskilled type, to which no specific occupation is
attached. The occupation-skill structure is the array consisting of \((m \times n) + 1\) elements. Supposing that one specific labor market is attached to each of them, we thus have \((m \times n) + 1\) different labor markets.

### The Structure of Markets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>(x^1)</th>
<th>(x^i)</th>
<th>(x^n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occupations</td>
<td>(x^1)</td>
<td>(x^0)</td>
<td>(x^n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(x^n)</td>
<td>(x^n)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mobility assumptions can be spelled out in the following way: markets are ordered according to skill. They are described in the table above in descending order, i.e. \(x^1\) is a market with a higher skill than \(x^n\). The market corresponding to a given agent's skill-occupation will be called his normal market, which is also his preferred market for labor participation. Occupations and skills are given. It is further assumed that mobility across occupations is impossible, even if the higher to a lower skill (e.g. from \(x^1\) to \(x^n\)), and that people cannot be employed above their skill within their occupation. As a result, the only form of mobility is downward intra-occupation mobility. Take the case of agent \(h^j\) whose skill-occupation characteristic is \(j\). If he is rationed in his normal market \(x^i\), all lower-skill markets in his occupation plus the unskilled market remain feasible. Thus, his labor market participation opportunities amount to \((n - j) + 1\).

Finally, some additional assumptions about the organization of trade must be made. Let us assume that the economy consists of a sequence of self-contained trade rounds. My interest here is in what arises in one of them rather than in their intertemporal dynamics. Assume that each self-contained round is divided into two phases, input markets taking place in advance of goods markets (the only input I am actually concerned with is labor). Wages are set instantaneously. Assume moreover that there is a sequential order within the operation of labor markets: they open in decreasing order of skill. As each occupation is sub-divided into the same number of skill levels, trade occurs in parallel across occupations down the skill ladder. The first decision an individual therefore has to make concerns his participation in his normal labor market. Labor rationing is considered to be a possible outcome within each labor market and rationed agents are allowed to participate in lower markets within their occupation. As a result, two types of labor suppliers can be encountered in each labor market (excluding the highest skill one): downwardly mobile agents, e.g. people rationed in higher markets, as well as those agents for which the market in question is their normal market.

**FROM LABOR FORCE RATIONING TO (INVOLUNTARY) UNEMPLOYMENT**

**UNEMPLOYMENT AS AN ELEMENT OF THE POST-RATIONING ACTIVITY CHOICE SET**

Let me now sketch out the possible trajectory of a skilled agent who has experienced rationing in his normal market. The activity choice set, as depicted above, needs to be modified and replaced by a post-rationing activity choice set. The very fact that the agent made a trade offer in the market from which he has been excluded means that different elements comprising this new choice set are all second-best outcomes. The post-rationing activity choice set contains two additional differences from the first-best activity choice set: first, participation in other labor markets may still be possible; second, a new activity enters the picture, namely unemployment. More precisely, the agent in question potentially faces a threefold choice (its effectiveness depending on the content of his activity choice set): first, accepting the downward-mobility solution, i.e. supplying his labor service in a lower-skill market; second, dropping his labor participation and engaging in one of the non-wage activities referred to in Table 1 and, third, opting for the unemployment solution. I suggest subsuming the first two alternatives under the new term "misemployment." The prefix indicates the second-best character of such an outcome, whereas the suffix 'employment' is meant to indicate that they have chosen whatever activity except unemployment. The upshot of rationing is then either misemployment of different forms or unemployment. To illustrate, let me go back to the violinist example. Assume there is a correspondence between the ranking of the orchestra and the musicians' skills. Were the violinist not to be hired by an orchestra corresponding to his skill, he might (a) apply to a lower-ranking orchestra, (b) become a self-employed violin teacher or, were he wealthy, commence living as a rentier or, finally, (c) prefer to be registered as unemployed thereby declaring his aim to apply to orchestras corresponding to his skill-level at the next trade round.

Whenever the agent chooses either unemployment or the non-wage activity, the course of his post-rationing trajectory ends. However, if the downward mobility solution is taken, the trajectory continues. In the lower market he may either be employed or encounter rationing again. Possibly, he may spill down the skill ladder and end up in the unskilled labor market, while at each stop retaining the possibility of foregoing labor market participation. Assume that eventually he ends up in the unskilled market in which he is again amongst the rationed. Even now, selection is still available as the agent may either register as unemployed or decide to take up another social form of activity, other than the wage-earning activity. The choice concept remains relevant as there is still more than one element in his choice set. This reasoning is illustrated in Figure 1 which, for the sake of simplicity, considers one specific occupation and assumes there is just one skill level, \(j = 1\). There are thus two ordered labor markets to consider: the skilled and the unskilled labor market. Up to now, my account is perfectly congruent with Lucas's stance. The point of departure concerns the possibility that unemployment may be involuntary. This can certainly not be true for case I of unemployment in Figure 1 as agents who happen to be rationed in the skilled market always have the possibility to supply their services.
in lower markets. Hence, they ought to be classified as voluntarily unemployed. As a result, a necessary condition for the possibility of involuntary unemployment is that rationing arises in the unskilled labor market. An additional condition is that the rationed agent has to be wage-dependent because his choice set then turns out to be a singleton: it comprises no other possibility than the unemployment status. If this is the case, it can no longer be considered a chosen status. On the contrary, a soon as a non-wage activity alternative exists, any unemployment position should be considered as chosen.22

Two further remarks are in order. First, there is the issue of limiting the notion of a job. Should petty provisional jobs, such as washing car windows at street corners, be considered as possible jobs? Lucas avoids this question. I, for one, argue that only "decent" jobs — i.e. law-abiding and socially integrated jobs — should be considered, leaving open the question of how to delineate their boundaries. For example, begging should not be considered as belonging to the decent job category. Second, it could be argued that even if an agent's choice comprises only one element, this element might be the option he would have chosen anyhow were alternatives available. This objection leads to an issue which has not been considered up to now, namely the moral hazard effects of unemployment benefits. Clearly, the existence of unemployment benefits may prompt some people to prefer to withdraw from labor market participation, in as far as the difference between wage and benefits does not compensate for labor disutility. Since unemployment benefits are normally conditional to job search, these people may have to pretend they are searching, whereas in fact they are moonlighting or living as temporary insur-

ance-financed (small scale) rentiers. Such opportunistic behavior amounts to diverting the function of the social insurance scheme from its initial objective. Instead, it is used as an unconditional social dividend — possibly an anticipation of some incipient social transformation.21 Upon reflection it appears that this evolution has little bearing on the distinction between voluntary and involuntary unemployment, as understood here. The point is that the existence of unemployment benefits concerns labor market participation rather than unemployment. What is now needed is to draw a distinction between two sorts of labor rationing, separating those agents who are true victims of rationing from those who are not. A further condition should then be added, namely that the agents considered are not "pseudo-rationed".22

To recapitulate, five conditions ought to be fulfilled for the existence of involuntary unemployment:

(a) the possibility of rationing is admitted,
(b) rationing arises in the unskilled labor market,
(c) the rationed agents ought to be wage-dependent,
(d) the self-employment activity is made up of decent or socially integrated jobs,
(e) the rationed agents are not pseudo-rationed agents.

These conditions provide a good set of criteria allowing discrimination between the voluntarily and the involuntarily unemployed. My contention is not that Lucas' proposition is never true but rather that it is not always so. Therefore, contrary to what he asserts, it is possible, in principle, to classify individual unemployed people as either voluntarily or involuntarily unemployed, depending on the characteristics of the decision problem they face. Involuntary unemployment ought thus to be considered as one possible outcome of labor market rationing. Beyond doubt, people to whom it may apply will belong to the poorest fraction of society.22

At this point, it may be worth giving nearer definitions of the different concepts introduced above. They are as follows:

(a) Labor rationing: An individual is labor rationed when the market real wage rate exceeds his reservation wage, yet he is not participating in labor trade. A skilled individual may successively enter into lower-skill markets and be rationed each time.
(b) Unemployment: Unemployment is a social category regrouping individuals (i) who have encountered labor market rationing, (ii) who neither take up a job in lower-skill markets nor take up a non-wage activity, and (iii) who still want to participate in the specific market from which they have been rationed at the first possible opportunity.
(c) Voluntary unemployment: Voluntary unemployment refers to individuals who, after being rationed in their specific labor market, prefer to remain jobless during the trade round under consideration in order to preserve their chances of being hired in this market in further trade rounds, rather
than either supplying their labor service in a lower-skill market or taking up some available non-wage activity.

(d) Involuntary unemployment: Involuntary unemployment refers to individuals who face rationing in the unskilled labor market and who, moreover, lack any non-wage activity possibility.

(e) Misemployment: Misemployment is the alternative to unemployment when somebody is rationed. It refers to individuals who have succeeded in taking up a second-best activity position, either by participating in a lower labor market or by adopting a non-wage activity.

I believe that these definitions constitute notable progress in the phrasing of the issue. Drawing a distinction between labor rationing and unemployment permits an important clarification. In addition, my classifications suggest that the current understanding of voluntary/involuntary unemployment should be replaced by a more complex set of relationships. These observations are worth making in this respect.

First, the voluntary unemployment category is too heterogeneous. To many authors, it means chosen leisure. In my view, leisure requires a category on its own — the rentier activity — and should not be considered to belong to the sphere of unemployment. Even leaving the rentier activity aside, the voluntary unemployment label remains ambiguous as it groups together two cases which should be separated out: workers preferring the job-seeking activity to misemployment and the pseudo-rationed agents pretending to be looking for a job. Things would be clearer if voluntary unemployment designated only the first of these two types. Second, voluntary unemployment (narrowly understood) should not be viewed in a pejorative way; voluntary unemployment is better than misemployment in many cases. Finally, the voluntarily unemployed and the involuntarily unemployed categories should be viewed as two sub-types of the broader job-searcher category rather than as being polar opposites. The only difference between them pertains to agents’ scope of freedom. Voluntary unemployment implies that some agents have less freedom than assumed in economic theory. When rationed, they have less scope to maneuver than better endowed agents. Hence, whenever involuntary unemployment yields ground to voluntary unemployment, this should be hailed as good news.

SOCIAL EMBEDDING

To put some flesh on the above definitions, it is worth reflecting on the social context in which they may become embedded. Clearly, my classifications apply best to a developed economy or ‘welfare state economy’, where unemployment benefits have become a pervasive social institution. Put differently, it should be realized that the unemployment concept is not universal. It emerged only gradually, not having its present-day meaning initially. The following observation by Pire, in his review of Salais and al., L’invention du chômage, and Keynes’s Out of Work: The First Century of Unemployment in Massachusetts, brings the point home:

In the early nineteenth century, unemployment as we know it today does not seem to have existed as a category, at least in the modern sense of the term. The word was widely used, but it referred mainly to ‘those who were simply “not employed,” who were idle or not working’. It thus included small children, who were never engaged in productive labor and grown men who had taken the day off to go fishing. By the end of the century, however, it had come to be understood exclusively in the modern sense of ‘involuntary idleness’, wanting a job but being unable to find one. [1897, 1838] 14

The automation of unemployment as an effective social category followed the emergence of unemployment benefits. In Pire’s terms, it might have been the case “that workers have been induced to behave as unemployed by the fact that they thereby become eligible for unemployment insurance payments” [1897, 1837]. Thereby it became possible to drive a wedge between rationing and poverty, for as long as this wedge was absent, the threat of falling into poverty loomed large on rationed agents. 15 These brief remarks may help to explain why the unemployment category is not found in the writings of the first generation of classical political economists. Adam Smith is an enlightening example. If, at this time, one were to look at the activity choice set of agents populating the wage-earning category, beyond doubt, the overwhelming majority of them would belong to the wage-dependent group. As stated by Smith, property-less laborers “stand in need of a master to advance them the material of their work” [1776, 1770, 168]. Actually, in this context, nobody having a choice would take up wage labor, because such jobs are unattractive, low skilled and badly paid. Labor rationing is then an issue affecting only wage-dependent agents, whereas misemployment is of marginal importance. What is strikingly absent, however, is the unemployment outcome. The following extract from his Wealth of Nations chapter on wages explains why:

But it would be otherwise in a country where the funds for the maintenance of labor were sensibly decaying. Every year the demand for servants and laborers would, in all the different classes of employment, be less than it had been the years before. Many who had been bred in the superior classes, not being able to find employment in their own business, would be glad to seek it in the lowest. The lowest class being not only overstocked with its own workmen, but with the overflows of other classes, the competition for employment would be so great in it, as to reduce the wages of labor to the most miserable and scanty subsistence of the laborer. Many would not be able to find employment even upon these hard terms, but would either starve, or be driven to seek subsistence either by begging, or by the perpetration perhaps of the greatest enormities. Want, famine and mortality would immediately prevail in that class, and from thence extend themselves to all the superior classes, till the number of inhabitants in the
country was reduced to what could easily be maintained by the revenue and stock which remained in it. (1776) 1876, 89-91

Smith's account is telling. Excess supply triggers downwards mobility (misemployment), with people moving from superior to lower markets. As a result, the wage rate decreases and reaches the subsistence floor, before being able to absorb the excess supply. Rationed agents would then, one might think, become unemployed. However, this will rarely be the case because in the Smithian framework, rationed agents rarely have the means to survive without working. "Many workmen could not subsist a week, few could subsist a month, and scarce any a year without employment" (1776) 1876, 84. Thus, unemployment can have only a fugitive existence. Either people are able to leave it quickly or they slide into poverty. There is, as it were, a short-cut from labor rationing to disfrienship, skipping the unemployment stage. Labor rationing, according to Smith's argument, is the antechamber of poverty and starvation, the latter of which he observes serves the purpose of solving radically the excess labor supply issue.

In economies where everyone is beyond the level of subsistence yet wherein institutions of the welfare state are scarcely present, the unemployment category will be of little importance. In this context, two other categories of classification are likely to play a more important role than they do in more advanced economies: the domestic or autarkical sphere and self-employment. The scope of the latter may then widen by encompassing petty unskilled jobs requiring no capital, the frontier between socially integrated and marginal jobs thereby becoming blurred. This feature would confirm a remark attributed to Sydney Weintraub and mentioned to me by a referee, stating that in India there was little unemployment but many self-employed with a low status.

**NEW KEYNESIAN ECONOMISTS AND LUCAS' STANCE**

Now Keynesian economists are supposed to be the main opponents of the new classical approach. Hence, it might have been expected that they felt it necessary to criticize Lucas' stance. By pondering the dual labor market literature, I will show in this last part of the paper that, surprisingly enough, this is not the case.

I mentioned in the introduction that labor rationing and unemployment are usually considered synonymous in economic theory. Nonetheless, the distinction between labor rationing and unemployment is implicitly present in some strands of the new Keynesian literature, in particular in writings aiming at embedding efficiency wage and insider-outsider models in a dual labor market structure. Two related assertions relevant to my purpose are to be found there. According to the first one, certain unemployed agents should, at one and the same time, be characterized as involuntarily and voluntary unemployed. The following quotation gives the idea:

"With a secondary sector all workers can get a job. Does that not imply that all unemployment is voluntary? In some sense that it is true... And, although it is true that every unemployed worker might be able..."

FROM LABOR FORCE RATIONING TO (INVOLUNTARY) UNEMPLOYMENT to get a secondary sector job (so that in one sense there is no involuntary unemployment), it is also true that unemployed workers would be more than willing to work in primary sector jobs at prevailing wage rates. In that sense such workers are involuntarily unemployed. [Akerlof and Yellen, 1986, 10-11]"
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main aim of this paper was to argue in favor of drawing a distinction between the concepts of labor rationing and unemployment. The following two points have been made: (a) By putting forward a series of new concepts such as misemployment, occupation possibility set, wage-dependency, etc., I hope to have improved upon the few insights found in the literature on the subject of the consequences of labor market rationing. (b) The main base of contention between both new Keynesian and new classicalists on the one hand, and myself on the other, concerns the possibility of involuntary unemployment as a specific post-rationing activity. There is no room for the involuntary unemployment concept if Lucas's stance, namely that some alternative activities are always available, is valid. Yet, this stance should not pass unchallenged.

As I have shown, it does not hold if it is accepted that the notion of a job should be limited to socially integrated, non-marginal jobs and that labor rationing may arise in the unskilled labor market and affect wage-dependent agents. Unemployment is involuntary when these conditions are fulfilled.

NOTES

Comments on an earlier draft by two anonymous referees as well as A. Phielix de Otey's editorial assistance are gratefully acknowledged.

1. The issue of the possibility of involuntary rationing is addressed in De Vroey [1988].

2. It also implies that Lucas accepts the possibility of rationing. At first, this proposition may look odd, in view of his basic claim that equilibrium and market-clearing ought to be taken as axioms. However, attention reading of Lucas' writings shows that his position is more nuanced. His point is that an equilibrium theory of the business cycle can be constructed on the basis of such axioms, its object being fluctuations in employment rather than variations in unemployment. In other words, this theory assumes that varying levels of employment are weakly distributed across agents. When it comes to explaining unemployment per se, Lucas admits that he has to leave the realm of Walrasian general equilibrium theory (where rationing is absent) and to enter into that of search models (where it is present). Crush (1987, ch. V).

3. Lucas' stance has, in fact, a long lineage. To wit, it was voiced by von Mises in his 1949 Human Action. "Unemployment in the unhampered market is always voluntary. In the eyes of the unem-

4. Since rationing is excluded, unemployment ought to be left aside.

5. Thus there is no easily choice set.

6. Alternatively (or alternatively), they could be stratified according to some location criterion.

7. Moreover, mobility across social forms of activities will also be assumed possible.

8. In view of the purpose of this paper, it is unnecessary into what may motivate agents to peddle unemployment against taking their chances in lower-skilled markets. Just to give a hint, they may for example assume that taking a lower-skilled job prejudices the chances of getting a job in their normal market in the future (which amounts to believing that the risk of human capital loss is higher with downward mobility than with unemployment).
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In the history of economics, different writers working in different places have sometimes independently reached the same conclusions. Perhaps the most famous example of this was the independent development (by William Stanley Jevons, Carl Menger and Léon Walras) of the idea that the value of a commodity depends upon its marginal utility. This paper is about another such example, one far more disparate in terms of both time and place. Specifically, this paper is about the independent advocacy of a policy of laissez-faire by both ancient Taoist philosophers and Classical economists. Recognizing the independent development of this idea has not only intrinsic historical interest but also provides the doctrine of laissez-faire with another substantial philosophical leg on which to stand.

The existence of the doctrine of laissez-faire in Taoist philosophy is mentioned only briefly in the economics literature [Spengler, 1964; Young, 1996]. These authors, however, are not primarily interested in the Taoists. Spengler [1964] and Young [1996] focus primarily on the great Chinese historian Sima Qian, while Spengler [1980] is largely concerned with Confucianism and the Legalists. The Taoists are mentioned more or less in passing. Hence, no attempt has been made in the economics literature to explain the philosophical foundations of the Taoist view of laissez-faire. No one has examined why the Taoists advocate laissez-faire.

This paper examines Taoist philosophy in order to answer this question. I show that the vision of a spontaneous and harmonious natural order that lies at the heart of Taoist thought is conceptually very close to the natural order envisioned by Classical economists.

TAOISM

Taoism, at its core, is a practical philosophy. Like many other philosophies, it involves a search for truth and, in some versions, even contains an element of mysticism. Its primary goal, however, is to help us live in the here and now. Taoism offers individuals a strategy for everyday living, though its broader purpose is to provide insights into how to create and maintain harmony within society as a whole. Indeed, the I-chen Chihs specifies Taoism as "the method of the ruler on his throne" [Quoted in Fung, 1952, 175]. Taoism's most famous work, Lao Tzu's Tao Te Ching, has been described as a "guide to the art of rulership" [Graham, 1980, 170]. This social aspect of Taoist thought is of special interest given the focus of this paper. However, one must first examine Taoist philosophy in general before one can understand its social implications.
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